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What is the reward for kindness (gemilut chassadim)? The Midrash (Shemos 

Rabbah 1:26) tells us that the answer is in this week’s parsha. Batya, Pharoah’s daughter, 
is singled out as someone who reaped the benefit of her great chessed. She disobeyed her 
father and chose to save a Jewish baby floating in a small basket floating in the Nile from 
certain death. What was her great reward for this courageous act? She named the greatest 
prophet and savior the Jewish people have ever known, Moshe.  
 

At first glance the Midrash seems puzzling. Firstly, do we ever find that Moshe 
might have had a different name? Also, what is the great reward of having Moshe’s name 
stick? Finally, what does this have to do with kindness? 

 
There is another Midrash (Shemos Rabbah 1:20) which will help us answer our 

first question. The Midrash focuses us on an odd statement which seems superfluous. 
When Moshe is born we are told that his mother saw that he was good, ‘vaya’ar ki tov.’ 
Would any parent think that their newborn child wasn’t good? What information is this 
pasuk giving us? The Midrash relates three opinions. Most famously, one opinion (quoted 
by Rashi) is that when Moshe was born there was a supernatural event which 
foreshadowed his greatness; the house was filled with light. The other two opinions are 
that these few words actually are a reference to Moshe’s initial name. When Yocheved 
put Moshe in the basket he was already three months old. Presumably, Moshe was given 
a name on the eighth day when he was given a bris. One opinion says that his name was 
actually ‘Tov’ and the other says that his name was based on his goodness, Tuvia (a 
derivation of the word Tov).  

 
So it seems that in fact Moshe could have been known as Tuvia (or Tov) and 

instead we call him Moshe, as Batya dubbed him. But is this the extent of the connection? 
Is Moshe’s name simply a nod to the woman who fished him from the Nile and raised 
him in the palace?  

 
If we look back at the verse which explains the name ‘Moshe’ we can gain much 

insight into the meaning of Moshe’s name. The Torah tells us that Batya called him 
Moshe since he was drawn from the water, “min hamayim meshisehu.” Why did she 
choose to name him after this event? Wouldn’t it have been more appropriate to name 
him after something she wished for him? Perhaps a relative she admired? But how could 
she essential name him ‘draw’? The name Moshe flows directly from the specific chessed 
which Batya performed. Batya wanted this event to impact Moshe throughout his life, 
and so she named him after this great chessed. What Batya did was both dangerous and 
significantly beyond the scope of what most people would have done. She encapsulates 
this selflessness in Moshe’s name. 

 
Because of the significance of Moshe’s new name his old ‘Jewish’ name is 

eclipsed and he now retains a name born of the chessed which saved his life. Moshe is 
true to his name and from a young age immediately is willing to take great risks in order 



to help others. Moshe saves a Jew who is being beaten; He chases away local shepherds 
who are making life difficult for the daughters of Yitro. Every act is a reflection of his 
kindness and the kindness of Batya; Moshe’s name is truly a symbol of chessed and 
selflessness.  

 
This is the meaning of our Midrash. Instead of being an Egyptian given name 

which falls into disuse, the name Moshe becomes an honored Jewish name which parents 
have given to their children for generations. It echoes the effects of the courageous act of 
saving a Jewish baby and raising him in the very palace of the tyrant who would have 
him killed. The impact of Batya’s courage continues to surge through the generations 
each time a couple decides to name their son ‘Moshe’. This is the reward for chessed. 
 
Vayikra Rabbah (1:3) – Moshe’s name/Batya’s chessed 
 


